
 

 

Email Communications – A Short Reminder on the impact of GDPR 

We’ve all got very used to the luxury of being able to send an email.  It’s instant 

communication, we don’t have to leave our desks to have the discussion and we 

have a record of the conversation without needing to take any further action.  For all 

those positives though, it’s easy to forget the potential dangers of email.  It’s a 

record, a footprint of whatever was communicated, that not only goes to the 

recipient, it likely gets backed up somewhere.   That backup may be permanent, or 

at the very least will survive the end of day deletion that you and/or your recipient 

may undertake. 

Then, consider the Data Subject Access Request (DSAR). A DSAR from an 

employee will, in theory, bring up any email that contains their personal data.  So 

suddenly the email that you sent to someone ranting about your colleague’s lack of 

discretion in open plan is going to be potentially disclosed to her.  How ironic. 

Remember: 

 Marking an email private does not prevent it from being disclosed in a DSAR 

 If you aren’t happy to write the content of your email on a staff notice board, 

you might want to reconsider whether email is the best method of 

communication 

 Exercise good email admin.  Deletion doesn’t immediately remove emails 

from your server or backups, but it is the first step.  If you don’t need to keep 

the email, delete it. 

 Emails have no tone to the recipient – they’re going to read it based on their 

own perception, which may be entirely different to how you intended the 

message to be received. 

 Don’t send in anger.  Step away from your keyboard, come back with a calm 

head and consider whether you really do want to commit those words to print. 

 

 


